In this paper we present the updated empirical radio surface-brightness-to-diameter (Σ-D) relation for Galactic supernova remnants (SNRs) calibrated using 110 SNRs with reliable distances. We apply orthogonal fitting procedure and kernel density smoothing in Σ − D plane and compare the results with the latest theoretical Σ − D relations derived from simulations of radio evolution of SNRs. We argue that the best agreement between the empirical and simulated Σ − D relations is achieved if the mixed-morphology SNRs and SNRs of both, low brightness and small diameter, are filtered out from the calibration sample. The distances to 5 newly discovered remnants and 27 new candidates for shell SNRs are estimated from our full and filtered calibration samples.
Introduction
Studying Galactic supernova remnants (SNRs) and their properties is crucial for understanding the evolution of interstellar matter in the universe. Still, studying even the most basic properties of SNRs, such as their distance, is quite difficult. Galactic SNRs are mostly observed in the radio domain, and the updated version of Galactic SNR catalog (Green 2019) lists 294 objects, where only a part of the observed sample actually has their distance determined from some independent empirical method (Green 1984) . Some of the methods for SNR distance determination include: coincidences with the observed H ii regions and molecular clouds (Eger et al. 2011 , Ranasinghe and Leahy 2018a , 2018b , Supan et al. 2018 , Yu et al. 2019 ), H i absorption features and polarization (Yar-Uyanker et al. 2004 , Ranasinghe and Leahy 2018a , 2018b , association with the red clump stars (Shan et al. 2018 (Shan et al. , 2019 , pulsars (Chatterjee et al. 2009 ), the optical proper motion and Hα line radial velocity measurements (Lozinskaya et al. 1993 , etc. When distance determination is not possible by using some of above mentioned methods, some estimates can be inferred using the radio-surface-brightness-to-diameter (Σ -D) relation, first proposed by Shklovsky (1960) :
where A depends on properties of the supernova explosion, and exponent β depends on the spectral index α of the integrated radio emission from the remnant S ν ∝ ν −α , where S ν is the flux density at frequency ν. The theoretically derived Σ-D relations have slopes β between −3 and −6 (e.g. and reference therein), Berezhko and Völk 2004, Pavlović et al. (2013, hereafter Paper I), Pavlović et al. 2018) . Calibration of the Σ − D relation is usually performed on a linear version of Eq. (1):
This relation must be used with caution, since observational selection effects and biases are present in calibration samples (see Urošević 2002 , for more details). Another issue of this approach comes from the selection of the fitting method when calibrating the relation. For example, using vertical regression which minimizes deviations in Σ, will give result in a different correlation compared to the one which minimizes deviations in D. This relation was improved by using orthogonal regression, which has a symmetrical treatment of both variables, in Paper I and Pavlović et al. (2014, hereafter Paper II) . Also, Vukotić et al. (2014) showed that probability density function (PDF) of the calibration data in the fitting plain can be used to estimate distance-related properties of SNRs. Due to large scatter in the calibration data, as well as observational and fitting issues, it is important to update the calibration sample of SNRs with better constrained distances, whenever new observations are available. This will lead to more precise parameters which describe Σ -D relation, which is often the only mean of determining the distance to many Galactic SNRs. Following Paper I and Paper II, we present the updated empirical radio Σ -D relation for Galactic SNRs. We extend our previous calibration sample, which now consists of 101 shell-type SNRs and 9 composite SNRs, where we can separate the flux from the surrounding shell from the flux in the central regions. We added 46 new SNRs to our calibration sample and corrected distance estimates for 35 SNRs (compared to Paper II). The fitting was done using orthogonal fitting, as well as cross validation kernel density smoothing (Duin 1976).
Analysis and results

Calibration sample
In order to derive new Σ -D relation we use 110 Galactic SNRs with available direct distance estimates. We use Σ at 1 GHz, as was also done in Papers I and II. Direct measurement of the surface brightness at this frequency is usually not available, so it is calculated based on measurements on other frequencies, and assuming a power law spectrum. Surface brightness values at 1 GHz were mostly taken from Green (2019) catalog. List of all SNRs used in our calibration sample is given in Table 1 . Our new calibration sample has 46 SNRs more than the Paper II sample, since more independent measurements of distances to SNRs are available. Some of the SNRs that were also in the calibration sample in Paper II now have a revised distance, based on recent, more precise measurements. All distances that we use, with their respective references, are given in Table 1 . Distances to SNRs in the calibration sample were determined from coincidences with the observed H ii regions and molecular clouds, association with the red clump stars, pulsars, H i absorption features and polarization, Hα line radial velocity or optical proper motion measurements.
Composite SNRs
Although Σ -D relation is predominantly used for SNRs with shell structure, some of SNRs which are characterized as composite can also contribute to the calibration of Σ -D relation. Standard composite SNRs have nonthermal synchrotron centrally-filled character in the X-rays. Composite SNRs whose radiation from pulsars and/or pulsar-wind nebulae (PWNe) is either negligible in radiowavelengths, or can be separated from shell radiation because of large spatial or spectral separation, can be used in our sample. In addition to these, plerionic composites, a growing class of so called mixed-morphology or thermal (X-ray) composite SNRs also exists (Rho and Petre 1998). This class of SNRs is characterized by the radio continuum shell-like structure with centrally brightened optically thin thermal X-ray emission. Mixed-morphology SNRs comprise a significant fraction of all the observed Galactic remnants and there are 33 such objects in our calibration sample (see Table  1 ). They are known to expand in a very complex and usually high density environments . For a significant number of these objects there is observational evidence of interaction with the adjacent H i and molecular clouds (physical association with OH masers, coincidence with the CO distribution, strong infrared line emission etc.). Furthermore, the morphology of these remnants is often not in accordance with the standard evolutionary models that are commonly used to model shell SNRs . The temperature across mixed-morphology is usually nearly uniform, and density, as well as pressure are mainly constant or sometimes increase toward the remnant center, which is not predicted by the commonly used Sedov-Taylor model. Lastly, one should bear in mind that some of the known mixed-morphology SNRs also host pulsar wind nebulae and/or detected pulsars, whose radiation can be separated from shell.
"Classical" composite SNRs in our sample are G11.2 − 0.3, G12.8-0.0, G15.4 + 0.1, G326.3 − 1.8 and G338.3 − 0.0, while thermal composite SNRs are G34.7 − 0.4 (W44), G292.2−0.5, G8.7−0.1 and G93.3+6.9. Below, we shortly justify inclusion of mentioned SNRs in our calibration sample. Borkowski et al. (2016) refer to G11.2−0.3 as shell SNR, and note that its PWN dominates the X-ray image, and that it is hardly detectable in the radio image, with upper limit of 0.1 mJy on the pulse flux obtained from deep 1.9 GHz radio searches. G12.8−0.0 (W33) is a composite SNR that also has an X-ray pulsar, and shell morphology in the radio-domain. G15.4+0.1 has X-ray PWN, coincident with TeV extended source, but has shell morphology in radio continuum. G326.3−1.8 (MSH 15-56, Kes 25) is composite SNR that contains a shell with a relatively steep radio spectrum and an interior flat-spectrum plerion (without any detected central pulsar). The flux density of the shell and plerion components can be separated (Dickel et al. 2000) , so the shell can be used for calibration. Finally, G338.3−0.0 hosts an X-ray PWN, which has not been detected in the radiodomain. Data given for G338.3−0.0 in our Table 1 are from . They removed thermal component of the radiation of an SNR and put the upper limit to the flux density of any pulsar in the field of SNR to be 2 and 1 mJy for 610 and 1280 MHz, respectively. showed that radio flux of PWN in W44 is lower than 0.1% of shell emission. Young pulsar J1119−6127 is positioned at the center of the SNR G292.2−0.5, with no significant radio emission detected from any PWN. The flux density at 1.374 GHz for the pulsar is around 0.9 mJy (Camilo et al. 2000) , while the flux density of G292.2−0.5 at 1 GHz is around 7 Jy. Association of SNR G8.7−0.1 with the pulsar PSR B1800−21, inside western edge, is not clear (Brisken et al. 2006 ). Nevertheless, it has a flux density of order of mJy at 1.4 GHz, while SNR G8.7−0.1 has a flux density around 80 Jy at 1 GHz (Rożko et al. 2018 ). G93.3+6.9 has well-defined shell-like morphology in the radio domain, and only after detection of an X-ray PWN (Jiang et al. 2007) , it was suggested that this SNR hosts extended radio source, coincident with PWN. This central radio source is detected in the 1.4 GHz NRAO VLA Sky Survey (Condon et al. 1998 ) and has much lower flux density (15 mJy at 1.4 GHz) compared to the flux density of the entire SNR (9 Jy).
Finally, compared to our calibration sample from Paper II, we have excluded G189.1+3.0 (IC443), mixed-morphology SNR (that also has plerionic component), since its radio structure consists of two shells of different diameters, which are centered at different locations , Leahy 2004 . randomly re-sampled without repetition of individual points. For size of the re-samples, designated on the horizontal axis, the orthogonal fit slope for the 10 4 re-samples was calculated. The median slope value of these slopes is plotted with gray dots, while the confidence intervals around the median are color-coded as designated -the percentages indicate the ratio of re-samples that falls in the interval around the median specified with the plotted dots. In the same manner, each filtered sample is presented as designated on the plot, at the given value of the confidence interval (in brackets).
Orthogonal fitting
For the purpose of log Σ − log D slope calculation we used fitting procedure with orthogonal offsets of the data points from the fit line. Statistical tests from Paper I (see also Keles 2018) confirmed the robust nature of orthogonal fitting when compared with fitting procedures that use different types of offsets and methods for linear fit slope calculation. Also, the orthogonal approach has superior performance over vertical offsets fitting in the case of extra-galactic M82 sample of SNRs (Urošević et al. 2010) .
The uncertainties of parameters for the orthogonal log Σ = log A+β * log D fit are estimated from a simple bootstrap procedure (Efron and Tibshirani 1994) . For each fitted sample, the 1000 bootstrap re-samples with replacement are performed, using SFMT pseudo-random number generator (Saito and Matsumoto 2008) . Each of the 1000 sets of fit parameters are stored in an array and the uncertainties are estimated as standard deviation of that array. Based on the various selection criteria we apply this procedure to several sub-samples and the results are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 (see the following text, sections 2.4 and 2.5, for the detailed explanations of the figures).
Kernel density smoothing
The application of density smoothing in log Σ − log D plane ) showed that such 2D data density distribution can reveal more information about the data sample than just the parameters of the best fit line, when only fitting is used. The procedure was further improved with bootstrap based kernel density smoothing (Bozzetto et al. 2017 ) and kernel bandwidth (h) selection using maximum likelihood cross-validation (1D procedure described in Maggi et al. 2019).
The later was modified to a 2D case with a simple product Gaussian kernel, for XY data usually written as K(X, h X ) · K(Y, h Y ). This type of kernel is applied to the updated Galactic SNR sample of 110 objects. The contours in Figs. 1 and 2 are calculated for the optimal kernel bandwidths of h log Σ = 0.52 and h log D = 0.175.
Sample filtering
From the upper left panel of Fig. 1 it is evident that the full sample of 110 compiled objects has a slope of −6, which is steeper when compared with the recent empirical and theoretical findings; Paper I and Paper II report empirical slope of around −5, while Pavlović et al. (2018) reported slopes between −4 and −6, depending on the density of the ISM in the simulated evolution trajectories. Such a steep slope implies a very low correlation of the ΣD data and underlines the need for further scrutiny of the Σ − D calibration samples. To obtain a shallower slope and better agreement with present theoretical findings of SNR evolution, we test various filtering criteria on the selected samples of calibrators. Pavlović et al. (2018) simulated the evolution trajectories of SNRs applying different values for density of the environment, and initial explosion energy. Their Fig. 3 shows that the considered fiducial density values of the environment give the slope values in the −4 (low density) to −6 (high density) interval. In addition, they plot the sample of 65 Galactic SNRs over the simulated evolution trajectories. Some of the objects with high values of Σ are located above the evolution trajectories while even more of them, with the low Σ values, are below the simulated trajectories. This indicates that the empirical slope might be steeper than the slopes obtained from simulations. The low brightness and small diameter part of the sample might be dominated by objects that evolve in high density environments and have low brightness which makes them susceptible to sensitivity related selection effects and can also contribute to overall scatter of the relation. Applying the simulation based filter described below, we remove these objects from the sample and discuss their influence on the agreement between the theoretical and empirical slopes.
We apply, and later discuss, several filters, along with the full sample, to analyse and trace the possible cause of discrepancy between empirical and simulated data (Figs. 1, 2 and Table 2 ):
(i) All data points, (ii) Simulation based filter, (iii) Poorly determined distances, (iv) Free expansion filter, (v) Mixed-morphology and (vi) Kernel smoothing outliers. The orthogonal fitting and kernel density smoothing, as described above (sections 2.3 and 2.4), are applied to each filtered sample and the results are presented in Figs. 1 and 2 and summarized in Table 2 . In Fig. 1 we present the updated sample of Galactic SNRs with applied filters, as designated in the title of each panel. The maximum likelihood kernel density data smoothing in log Σ − log D, with designated bandwidths h, is presented with contours. The corresponding orthogonal fit (thick solid line) parameters and their resulting distance fractional errors (f ) are also given on each panel. The data points are designated as follows: PD -data points with poor distances (yellow circles), FE -objects in free expansion phase (blue asterisks), MM -mixed-morphology remnants (violet triangles), or black circles otherwise. Data points that are filtered out from the sample are marked with open gray circles.
The simulation filter is the most radical in terms of the number of expelled points from the sample and also gives the shallowest slope. The filter selects all data points that are above the line of β = −5 and contains the point log Σ = −19 and log D = 1.0. This filters out data points that are positioned below the simulated evolution trajectories in Pavlović et al. (2018) -as mentioned above, these are mostly the low brightness and small diameter objects that are likely to be subjected to sensitivity related selection effects.
Conversely, the exclusion of objects with poorly determined distances (objects with large or no distance errors, only upper or lower limits to distances available, or very different distances derived using different methods), more than ≈17% of the total number of objects, seems to have no significant effect on any of the sample properties. Deselecting 3 objects in the free expansion phase, or 3 objects that are outside the second contour level (contour level of 0.05 (Fig. 1, bottom row, left and right panel, respectively), gives steeper slope of −7. Finally, the exclusion of 33 mixedmorphology remnants from the sample gives a shallower slope of −5, similar as the simulation based filter, because the MM SNRs should be mainly the low brightness and small diameter objects.
However, the slopes from all filters correspond to the ≈ −80 • angle of the fit line to the horizontal axis (Table 2 ). Since the slope of the fit line is the tangent function of this angle, the resulting changes of the fit line slopes do not significantly reflect the overall stretch in the direction of the sample. The tangent function of such an angle tends to infinity as the angle approaches ±π/2. For these reasons, better insight is achieved when the slope is expressed as the above mentioned angle. The bootstrap confidence estimates (Section 2.3) are performed on this angle variable because, unlike the slope, it is continuous over angle values of ±π/2 and gives meaningful results. The results are then translated back to the slope variable. It is indicative that values for a clockwise angle (β[ • ]) with the − log D axis overlap within the estimated uncertainties, for all filters.
This means that no change of the slope, by any of the filters, is to be considered as statistically significant, but nevertheless, the difference in slope values and other parameters of the filters (e.g. distance fractional error) can be used to discuss the consistency of the samples in order to make a more reliable Σ − D calibration (Section 3).
Discussion
From Figs. 1 and 2 it is evident that the simulation based filter (see point ii in Section 2.5) is the most effective in reducing the steep slope of the full sample. The a priori slope of the filter line of −5.0 is the same as the slope of the filtered sample and both are in agreement with the theoretical insights of SNRs evolution in Sedov-Taylor phase. At first glance this agreement may seem obvious, and without added value to the present knowledge on the subject, but a careful inspection does point out to some possibilities that might improve the Σ − D relation. It indicates that the "upper" part of the sample, the one above the simulated evolutionary lines from Pavlović et al. (2018) , does not affect the slope of the relation as much, and is in good agreement with theoretical results. This implies that the part of the SNR population below the simulated tracks (e.g. SNRs with small diameter) makes the slope steeper than the slopes from theoretical considerations. Thus, this part of the sample is likely to cause the resulting discrepancy between the empirical and theoretical Σ − D relation.
According to the results of Pavlović et al. (2018) , the points below the line, selected for the simulation filter (Fig. 1) , are likely to be objects with Σ = 10 −22 and have D < 50 pc. This part of the Σ − D plane is probably mostly populated by dynamically evolved objects that have expanded in environments of very high density. They are likely to be in the post Sedov-Taylor, radiative or dissipating phase of their evolution, following evolution trajectories with different slope than the slope for the Sedov-Taylor phase. In addition, their low brightness makes them very hard to separate from the background which makes them susceptible to observation selection effects. For these reasons, this part of the Σ−D plane is likely to have a high scatter which gives a very low Σ−D correlation. Such objects, biased by sensitivity or other selection effects, should not be considered as representative of the SNR evolution trajectories and considered as calibrators.
The given simulation filter line in Fig. 1 also serves as a guide for comparative purposes of slopes of different filters against the theoretically derived slope of −5. The slopes of filters (ii) and (v) are approximately parallel to this line. The orthogonal fit line for the filter (ii) is translated to the + log D side when compared to the filter (v), because the filter (ii) cuts out the data points in the lower left part of the log Σ − log D plane. The filter (v) might thus be more suitable for distance calibration of empirical samples that have low sensitivity related biases. The filter (v) has the largest average fractional error (f ), almost two times larger than filter (ii) which has the smallest f of all filters. In order to obtain distances with smallest uncertainties, the simulation filter should be preferred for objects that are above the simulation filter cut line. Table 2 . Parameters of considered filters. Rows (top to bottom): name of the filter, number of calibration SNRs, smoothing bandwidth in log D, smoothing bandwidth in log Σ, value of log Σ − log D fit intersection with the log Σ axis, value of log Σ − log D fit slope, value of log Σ − log D fit slope (angle with the -log D axis, clockwise), distance fractional error for the fit line, distance fractional error for the mean values of data density distribution in log D − log Σ (mean value of log D distribution for the given value of log Σ), same as previous but for the mode value, same as previous but for the median value, confidence interval determined by the distance of the sample from the median value of the slopes of randomly selected re-samples of the same size without repetition of the selected points within the generated re-sample (Fig. 2) When excluding objects that are in free expansion or in the transition from free expansion to Sedov-Taylor phase of evolution (filter iv), the obtained slope is steeper than for the full sample, which is in contradiction with theoretical studies (Pavlović et al. 2018, Berezhko and Völk 2004) . Filter (vi) gives similar results. The steep slope of −7 in both cases does not appeal to theoretical findings. Such a slope might also be a statistical "fluke" because of the exclusion of Cas A source (the brightest point in the sample) located in the upper left part of the log Σ − log D plane and the tendency of slope to change significantly with small change of the angle between the fit line and the horizontal axis, when steep slopes are concerned (see Section 2.5).
Excluding objects with poorly determined distances does not make a significant difference in slope, as well as other parameters, when compared to the full sample. Even the fractional error, which is indicative of the data spread around the fit line, is similar. While these objects do appear to be scattered across the area subtended by the whole sample, their removal does not make the slope shallower. On the other hand, the shape of the contour lines points to a significant scatter and absence of correlation in all samples from Fig. 1 . Apart from the upper left part of the sample (small objects of high brightness in late free expansion or early Sedov-Taylor phase), the contour lines, especially the central ones, appear to be vertically aligned, except the very small slant for the simulation filter. This implies that the "true" slope for the middle and low brightness region of the sample might be influenced with scatter caused by the overall lack of accurate distance estimates.
The results of Pavlović et al. (2018) point out that objects in environments of higher densities, populating low brightness and small diameter part of the log Σ − log D plane, might be the cause for steeper empirical slope. Future studies with specialized hydrodynamical simulations (Kostić 2019) and with better assessed environmental densities of observed SNRs will give more clues in this direction.
In Fig. 2 , the confidence interval map is presented for the considered sample. This should give an insight into the specific behaviour of the sample in terms of sensitivity to the exclusion of data points, i.e., estimating the filter performance against the number of data points in the filtered sample. The filters that are close to the median line, are likely to be of no statistical significance because the similar slope could be achieved by excluding the same number of randomly selected points. Thus, the filters that give slopes further away from the median values, are more distinctive and influential (e.g., they change the geometry of the sample). Since all the filters give statistically similar slopes, this way the impact of the filters can be stratified.
It is evident that four filters that change the slope by 1 are at the far end from the median value at ≈ 90 − 100% confidence limits. The mixed-morphology filter is more appealing from the physical point of view since it is empirical in nature and excludes objects based on morphological criteria, while the simulation based filter is based more on theoretical considerations. The obvious change in the geometry of the sample, upon the application of the simulation filter cut, is similar to the change obtained with the MM filter (both are at ≈ 90% confidence limits).
One should bear in mind that mixed-morphology SNRs do not actually follow classical SNR evolution and so can hardly be represented by the Sedov-Taylor model. Even shell SNRs that tend to expand in the high density environments may become "evolutionary old" while still of relatively small diameter in comparison to those shell SNRs that expand in the low density medium. Furthermore, in some SNRs from our sample (like Cygnus Loop) both radiative and non-radiative shocks are detected, so a complex evolution must be taking place.
The analysis presented so far points that objects with poorly determined distances might not be the sole or primary cause of poor Σ − D calibration. The objects that have mixed-morphology nature or generally evolve in dense environments, are a more likely cause of scatter in the Σ − D data, causing larger fractional errors in distance determination. While the simulation filter has fractional errors of ≈ 30%, the rest of the filters have more than double of that value, ≈ 60 − 75%. The simulation filter dismisses ≈ 40% of objects, but the resulting fractional errors are, on average, more than 50% smaller then for other filters. This highlights the low brightness and small diameter objects, part of the sample below the simulation filter cut line, as part of the data with higher scatter when compared with the SNRs of higher brightness. This is likely because of the sensitivity related selection effects of the corresponding surveys and overall difficulties in estimating the diameters and flux densities of small or low brightness objects.
Considering the fractional errors from the kernel smoothed contours (Table 2) , the simulation based filter has similar values for all three parameters (mean, mode and median), while mixedmorphology filter has the smallest fractional error against median values. For consistency, we will use median values in both cases for the purpose of Σ − D calibration and the calculation of distances to newly discovered SNRs in the next section (Table 3) .
Distances to newly discovered SNRs
In Table 3 we present several recently discovered SNRs from the literature, which do not have independently derived distances. We calculate distances to these SNRs using Σ − D relation. According to the presented analysis in the previous section, the distances are calculated from the orthogonal fit lines and according to median values of the kernel smoothed contours for the full sample, mixedmorphology and simulation based filters. We recalculate distances to 5 newly discovered SNRs from Gerbrandt et al. (2014) , which were also given in the Table 3 of Paper II. Additionally we include 27 new candidates for shell SNRs, which were discovered by The H i, OH, Recombination line survey of the Milky Way -THOR (Anderson et al. 2017 ).
The results from Table 3 point out the importance of the parameter log A. Although the simulation and mixed-morphology filter give similar slope values, the difference in calculated distances for newly discovered remnants is significant because of the different values for log A. Smaller value for log A in the case of the mixed-morphology filter gives systematically smaller distances when compared to the simulation filter. Also, the slope difference between the full sample and the mixedmorphology filter does not appear to make a significant difference in the calculated distances. The distances from the full sample are slightly larger when compared to mixed-morphology filter, but still noticeably smaller than for the simulation filter. This can be explained with all of the new objects having surface brightness smaller than 10 −19 Wm −2 Hz −1 sr −1 and the similar position of the orthogonal fit lines in the low brightness part of the plot for the MM filter and the full sample.
As discussed in Section 3, for the purpose of the evolution studies of SNRs, it makes sense to use shallower slopes than the one obtained from the full sample. However, when distance determination is concerned, there is a very small discrepancy between the mixed-morphology filter and the full sample, despite their slope difference. The results of this work suggest that future calibrations and theoretical models could strongly benefit from better insights into SNRs that evolve in dense environments and have low brightness, rather than the overall improvements of distance determination methods. Table 3 . Distances to newly discovered SNRs, calculated using Σ − D calibrations from this paper. First 5 SNRs are from Gerbrandt et al. (2014) , and the others from Anderson et al. (2017) . The newly estimated distances are given in the last six columns in the following order: full sample (orthogonal fit distance and distance from the median values of the smoothed data distribution), simulation filter (same as previous filter), mixed-morphology filter (same as previous filter).
No 
Summary
The main results from this paper are summarised as follows: i) The updated empirical radio Σ − D relations based on the new calibration sample (110 SNRs) are presented.
ii) For the first time the kernel density smoothing method is applied for the Galactic SNR sample. iii) For examined cases, the full sample and each of the filtered samples, the values for angle between the fit line and the − log D axis overlap within the estimated uncertainties. Thus, the values for angle (slope) should not be used to discriminate between the filters when distance estimates are concerned. Instead, the quality of distance calibrations could be judged from the scatter of the sample, indicated with the fractional error value. iv) By using our full and filtered samples we estimate distances to 5 newly discovered SNRs and 27 new candidate for shell-like SNRs. 
